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We really, really appreciate that you have chosen to 
put your hard earned gear dollars into one of our 
pedals.  It means the world to us.  

Peek down far enough into the core of this beast 
and you'll see something familiar–something black, 
and Russian–but the similarities end very, very 
quickly. We have pushed the available gain to the 
absolute limit, and given you unprecedented control: 
an ultra-wide sweep tone and mid control let you 
dial in your EQ with laser precision; the clipping 
sections have been dramatically overhauled for a 
meaner, fuzzier fuzz, especially at the top of the gain
range; and the clean blend lets you retain some 
punch and clarity while still pouring on the sustain. 
In short, this may be the last fuzz you will ever need.

Below you’ll find a few of our favorite settings to get 
you started.

 

Thank you!

A fuzz to Snap at your enemies’ heels



9V DC Recommended
24V DC Max
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Crank all the way up for pure unadulterated fuzz, 
or mix some clean signal with your fuzz to sweeten 
the pot before it all heads to the specially designed 
transistor post-amplifier.  You can even roll it all the 
way down to use the oprichniki as a great clean boost 
with just a little bit of soft compression from that
magical post-amp, which makes it great for 
slamming the front ends of tube amps.

blend

The TONE filter has been highly modified to provide an
extremely wide sweep of possible EQ settings, then  
paired with an equally sensitive MIDS control.  Start 
them both at noon for that trad Russian flavor, then
crank the mids to cut a swath of destruction across 
Livonia.  Or crank the tone and mids together for face-
melting grind, then dial back the mids to fade into an 
old transistor radio. Or roll down the tone and set the...
well, you get the idea.  The possibilities are endless.

Tone & Mids

Output volume control.  
level

You know what this is.  You’ve used them before. 
This one, however, has a few tricks up its sleeve.  
First, there’s an extra bit of EQ on it so things don’t
get muddy at lower settings.  Second, as you crank 
it past 3 o’clock, the circuit is built to pile on extra 
harmonics above and beyond what any reasonable 
fuzz is designed to produce.  This extra sizzle is a 
reward for your boldness, and willingness to push 
your rig into the searing winds of Ivan's madness.

gain 

This controls how hot your signal is as it heads into
the fuzz circuit.  It’s got a huge sweep because, 
unlike trad fuzzes, the oprichniki input stage has a 
truckload of gain on tap!  Start at 9-o’clock for old-
school dynamics and little-to-no pre-compression.  
Then you can dial it back even further to slide into 
overdrive/distortion territory, or crank it and the depth 
for monstrous sustain and diabolical fuzz.

Boost

Change up the character of the fuzz – roll clockwise 
to punish the fuzzy parts of the circuit with more 
low-end, roll backwards for a more mid- and treble-
focused dirt.

depth

All electrofoods, ultd. pedals come with the following 
features:

- True-bypass switching
- Ultra low noise metal film resistors
- Sealed trimpots for long life & minimum bias drift
- Oversized, high-quality Panasonic electrolytic 
  supply caps
- High-quality WIMA film caps
- Low noise star-ground wiring on the input jack
- Custom-designed PCB
- Hand-built, hand-wired, hand-biased quality
- Lifetime free repairs for any pedal. (This covers 
  normal-use type repairs, even if you're not the original 
  purchaser.  It doesn't cover fixing a pedal you tried to mod, 
  threw overhand at your drummer, or blew up with the 
  wrong power supply.)

 

- Use only CENTER NEGATIVE DC power supplies, 
  designed for use with pedals.  Other types of 
  supplies can and will damage your pedal.
- We recommend 9V DC supplies, but you can also
  run your oprichniki up to 24V DC.  DO NOT run your 
  pedal any higher than 24V DC or damage can 
  occur.
- DO NOT adjust any internal trimpots. We set them 
  very carefully for ideal circuit and sonic function.
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